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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 6, 1944

'Best Dressed WAC

. Robert Earl Martin, Army
Corps, Ft. Myers, Florida, is
furlough, visiting relatives

• • •
lham F. Adams, USN, is on
ugh, visiting his wife and
hter and parents, Mr. and
F. N. Adams, Princeton,
3. He has recently been
ned M Porto Rico.
• • •

• • •
Curtis Sigler, CaMp Penn, Virginia, is on furlough,
ing his wife and parents, Mr.
Mrs. Luther Sigler, West
ket Street.
• • •
ul M. West, U. S. Navy, who
been stationed in Key West,
ida, is visiting his aunt, Mrs.
e Boaz and Mr. Boaz and
r relatives and friends in
onia.
• • •
c and Mrs. James C. Landes,
Id Island, Nebraska, arrived
day to spend a few days
their parents, Mr. arid Mrs.
y Landes and Mr. and Mrs.
— Mayes, Princeton.
• • •
enn Willoughby, Great Lakes,
spent a leave with his parMr. and Mrs. Emmett Wily in Fredonia last week.
• • •

Pfc. Winifred Wood, South Orange, N. J., WAC, was adjudged
the best dressed woman in uniform at the Palm Sunday boardwalk parade in Atlantic City, N. J. She holds the corsage presented to her as a symbol of the honor. (AP Wirephoto).

Manpower Crisis Nears
By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington.—The scrapping of
the "unit system" In deferment
of farm labor from induction into the armed forces is the first
of several steps that are bound
to come if this war continues.
Selective service is at the moment in a state of flux and it's
going to take legislation to
straighten it out, but some things
are beginning to appear certain:
Some kind of national service
act, probably a modified one,
undoubtedly will reach the floor
of Congress. Rep. John M. Costello, chairman of the subcommittee, has announced that his
group will work right through
the Easter recess in order to present something as soon as Congress reconvenes. Most frequent
guesses are that it will be a bill
!shunting all 4-F'ers and other

deferees between 18 and 45, who
refuse to work in essential war
industries, into surplus labor
battalions. These would be subject to Orders, and be shifted
around the country to relieve
labor shortages in vital industries
and farm work.
The abandonment of the "unit
system" for farm deferments is
going to give local Selective
Service boards much more latitude in making deferments ir.
hardship cases. According to congressional leaders in the farm
bloc, there are 4,000,000 less
farm workers now than four
yearar ago. There are 1,300,000
resident farm women and children doing men's work today.
Nearly 1,000,000 men 65 or over
are doing a full day's stint on
farms. In order to meet this
year's food production goals,
(Please turn to Page Four)

Surgical Dressing
Room Is Reopened

Caldwell Continues To
Exceed Bond Quota As
Sales in Nation Slump

Gauze For 36,000
Bandages, Needed At
Once, Received

The local surgical dressing
Cartwright, U. S. N. is
re-opened Tuesday. All
room
ough, visiting his wife and
He recently finished his volunteers are urged to report
training at Great Lakes, Ill. for work as a shipment of 36,000
• • •
for 4x4's has been received, Mrs.
eutenant Joel Dobbins arSparks, chairman, said.
Tuesday afternoon from W. C.
,arlelphia, Pa., for a visit with This is the most needed size
inother, Mrs. Hazel Dobbins bandage and they should be finaunt, Mrs. C. E. Gaddie, and ished this month, she said.
Shipment was made last week
Gaddie.
of 50,400 bandages which had
• • •
c Dudley Smith has return- been completed between January
to Indian Springs, Florida, 19 and March 21, when the room
a visit with his wife and was closed for lack of gauze.
Those who gave 12 hours or
r relatives Pfc. Smith is in
more in March were: Mrs. J. R.
Army Air Corps.
Burkholder, 40; Mrs. Mattie
• • •
nk Herron, Army Air Corps, Downing, 40; Mrs. F. T. Linton,
ntly reported to overseas 35; Mrs. Untie Dudley, 34; Mrs.
He has been stationed at W. D. Armstrong, 28; Mrs. W. C.
leton Field, Virginia. His Haydon, 28; Mrs. Rumsey TayMiss Annie McGowan,
visited friends and rela- lor; 25;
H. A. Goodwin, 23; Mrs.
Mrs.
24;
here this week.
Allison Akin, 19; Mrs. S. J.
• • •
brd has been received by Lowry, 18; Mrs, Henry Sevison,
Sparks, 18; Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Hazel Dobbins, 18; Mrs. W. C.
her son Pfc. Emory Dobbins William Larkins, 18; Mrs. Fred
17; Mrs. Brad Lacy,
arrived safely in England Pickering,
the Ninth Army Air Force. 16, Mrs. Clifton Carter, 16; Mrs.
Lisanby, 15; Miss Mary
Dobbins is a member of the Alvin
Jr.,
igence and Public Bela- Craig, 14; Mrs. Hugh Cherry,
13; Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, 13; Miss
Departments.
Nancy Scrugham, 12; Mrs. Roy
• • ,•
Shelby,
Ylie Jones, USN, stationed Towery, 12; Mrs. P. R.
the Naval Training Station, 12; Mrs. W. C. Waggoner, 12;
Eldred, 12;
gton, Tenn., is on furlough, Miss Mary Wilson
Horning, Sr., 12; Mrs. J
ft his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. W.
it Jones, South Jefarson W. Horning, 12.
* * *
rporal Joe Tanaar, U. S.
Y Medical Corps, is stationNew Guinea. He is a son
S. I. B. Tanner, Princeton
tal.
.• • •
hard T. Hardrick, U.S.N.,
recently completed his boot
ma at Great Lakes, Ill, and
fled there Wednesday, after
fig a few days with his
er, Mrs. Jewell Brown and
relatives here. Pvt. Charles
ardrick, Joined his brother
Sunday and returned to
P Butner, North Carolina
ay.
tea Mrs. P. H. Moody and
en, Boyce and Harry, of
tn spent Sunday with Mr.
Mn. William Pickering and
ly,

Frozen Fruits, Vegetables
Are Made Ration Free
All frozen fruits and vegetables
were made ration free, beginning
Sunday, April 2. Canned peas
also were made point-free, and
canned green or wax beans remain so. Most other processed
foods and meats remain In April
at the same point values as in
March. Lard remains at zero,
margarine at 6 points a pound.
butter at 16 points.

Juliet Pepper Passes
uJ S. Army Corps Tests

Miss Juliet Pepper successfully
passed entrance examinations for
the Women Army Corps in Cincinnati last week and is awaiting
call. Miss Laverne Lewis, Who
also took the tests, failed to pass
the physical exaMination.

While the Nation failed to
meet its War Bond sales
quota for March, realizing
only 88.6 percent of tbta goal,
Caldwell county citizens, as
always, exceeded their allot• ment of $30,000 for ,the
month, purchases totalling
$46,393.75, Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, chairman, reported
Wednesday. The April quota
for Princeton and Caldwell
is $30,000, Dr. Engelhardt
said, urging the public to
keep the county's splendid
record intact.

Gregory Advised Of
Farmers' Troubles

Number 40

Two Local Plants Butler Musicians Wives Start Training To Sunrise Service
Share In Federal Take Honors In Be Members Of Council In Stadium Will
Wgrtime Buying Regional Contest
Usher In Easter
Cedar Bluff Quarry
And Cumberland Mfg.
Co. Help Uncle Sam
In Emergency

* * *
c. Harry 0. Patterson, Camp
ntown Gae, Pa., is on flirt. visiting his parents, Mr.
Mrs. Harry Patterson and
r relatives.
* * *
ay Creekmur, USN, is
ag his parents, Mr. and
Herschel Creelunur, Green

sag those leaving here for
ction in the Army March 23,
recently transferred from
Benjamin Harrison, Ind., to
p Wolters, Texas for basic
ing, are William H. Son,
of J. H. Son, Crider; William
Lacy, husband of Mrs.
13. Lacy, Princeton; Eugene
son, husband of Mrs.
he Patterson, Baldwin Aveand Jasper N. West, husof Mrs. Bertha West,
eeton.
• • •
rporal, Darrell Bodenhamer,
of L. Bodenhamer, Era:Alin
, is stationed somewhere in

The Smallest Item And The
Biggest Bargain In Your
Family Budget Is The Leader

Cedar Bluff Quarry, which last
year shin-tied ground limestone
rock to a synthetic rubber manufacturing plant in Alabama and
which furnishes agricultural
limestone on government contracts, and the Cumberland Manufacturing Co., which has been
making Army shirts for the U.
S. Quartermaster's Corps, have
shared in federal business incident to the war in the amount
of $377,000, a War Labor Board
statement said Tuesday.
Kentucky concerns got a total
of $1,000,000,000 worth of war
contracts, the WLB said, with the
bulk for expenditures he this
State having been alloted by the
War, Navy and Treasury departments, with the Maritime Commission making other purchases
for Allied countries.
Other western Kentucky counties received federal contracts in
the following amounts, the WLE
statement said, from June, 1940,
through December, 1943: Caldwell, $377,000; Calloway, $615,000; Christian, $467,000; Crittenden, $241,000; Daviess, $8,899,000;
Graves, $29,088,000; Henderson,
$17,142,000; Hopkins, $4,461,000;
McCracken, $38,971,000; Union,
$36,173,000.

Girls Will Sell
Tags For Cripples
Easter Seal Purchases
Urged Here To Aid
Unfortunates
The annual Easter Seal Sale
here, for benefit of crippled
children, has produced only fair
results thus far, R. S. Gregory,
treasurer, said Tuesday, with only $196 received from 300persons
and business firms who were
sent 100 of the seals each by
mail last week.
The campaign for $100,000 in
Kentucky ends Sunday, April 9,
and to give impetus to the drive
here, ten girls, Betty Jo Linton,
Jo Ann Pickering, Jeanette Tally, Nancy Hearne, Cynthia Cunningham, Barbara Graham, Judy
Pruett, Barbara Clift, Joan Watson and Rose Randolph, will sell
Lily Tags in the business district Saturday, the Rev. John
Fox. chairman for this county,
said.
Each teacher in P'rinceton'e
three schools made an appeal
for pupils' aid in the Easter Seal
campaign this week and each
pupil received a package of ten
seals to dispose of.
Generous caoperation of the
public is urged, Mr. Fox said,
and those who received Easter
Seals through the mail are asked
to send their checks for at least
$1 to Mr. Gregory before Sunday.

Brown Writes Congressman Food Production
Likely To Suffer
County Republicans To
Setting forth the fact that Elect Delegates April 22

Mrs. Lacey
Mrs. Quinn
Breaking in at next Monday
night's regular session of the
City Council preparatory to assuming their husband's duties as
members of that body until their
Navy-bound spouses return or
their terms end, are Mrs. Urey
Conway Lacey, mother of three
small children, and Mrs. J. W.
Quinn, who also has three children at home.
The feminine Council members
will observe and ask questions

at each meeting until their husbands are called to active duty
and then will be sworn in, Mayor
W. L. Cash said this week, probably better able to cope with
business of the City than most
new members are when they
start their terms.
General approval of the suggestion, made two weeks ago,
that these young women, both
born and reared in Princeton,
take their husband's places on
the Council was quickly forthcoming, Mayor Cash said, altho
there had been some reason to
expect competition for the post
had the vacancies been allowed
to occur in regular order. Feminine voters of Princeton have
shown especial interest In the
departure from established custom which has seen only men
on the Council heretofore, the
Mayor said.

Gasoline At Lowest
Level In 20 Years,
Ickes Tells Drivers

Generous Sharing
With Russia Asked

Princeton's Entries Win
Second Place With
16 Ratings Of
Superior
Princeton's young musicians,
competing in the regional Music
Festival at MadisorIville last Friday, almost won first honors,
placing second in the field of
13 schools only .06 of a point behind the host school for first
place. Hopkinsville was third.
Princeton scored 16 superior,
nine excellent and two fair ratings is the several competitions
with fewer entries than either
Madisonville, the winner, or
Hopkinsville. Henderson, Morganfield and Owensboro were
among schools whose entries
placed behind Princeton's.
Rated superior were Norman
Bromley, B-flat clarinet; Jo Ann
Pickering, flute; Sara Delia Cunningham, basson
and piano;
Othell Gray, Sousaphone; N. H.
Tally, French horn and piano;
Joe Long, B-flat cornet; Wayne
Chandler, B-flat 'cornet; Marvin
Pogrotsky, E-flat alto clarinet;
Iimmy Lisanby, snare drum; C.
A. Woodall, E-flat alto saxophone; brass quartet, Joe Long,
Ed Carter, Wayne Chandler and
Anna French; clarinet quartet,
Norman Bromley, Virginia Bowie
Satterfield, Billy Bridges and
Marvin Pogrotsky; girls trio,
Edna Oliver, Martha Jane Lester
and Jo Ann Woolcott.
Receiving
excellent
rating
Were: Clifton Pruett, trombone;
Billy Don Bridges, B-flt clarinet; Virginia Bowie Satterfield,
B-flat clarinet; Tommy Franklin, French horn; James Lee
Beck, French horn; Ed Carter,
B-flat cornet; Jimmy O'Hara, Eflat alto saxophone; Jo Ann
Woolcott, mezzo soprano, and
brass ensemble, Joe Long, Ed
Carter, Wayne Chandler and
Clifton Pruett, Jr.
Those rated fair: Anna French,
B-flat
cornet, and
Sammy
Thomas, baritone.
K. V. Bryant, band director,
and Miss Martha Schultz, music
teacher in the Princeton schools,
accompanied the Butler boys and
girls to Madisonville.

Sugar Coupons To
Be Ready May 1
Ration Board Requisitions Necessary Stamps
For Canning
OPA's announcement, through
its news release, Rationing At a
Glance, regularly published in
The Leader, has worked an inconvenience -on the County Rationing Board and those it serves
in the matter of 20 pounds of additional sugar for canning. Numerous applicants having been disappointed because the coupons
are not available here.
No coupons have been received
oy the rationing office here for
issuing the additional canning
auger, Robert Jacob, chief clerk
sod Monday.
Requisition has been made for
these stamps and it is expected
they will reach here by May 1,
when they will immediately be
released to housewives for canning, Mr. Jacob said.

(By Associated Press)
Washington — Secretary Ickes
said this week that "contrary to
the impression held in some
quarters," there is no possibility
at this time of increasing civilian
gasoline rations in any section of
the country.
"Despite any statements made
by so-called 'informed sources,'
stocks of gasoline for civilian
use are tight all over the country," said Ickes, who is petroleum
administrator for war, in a statement.
"Stocks of total crude petroleum and products in the United
States are at the lowest level
they have been in the last 20
years.

Tire Situation Is
Far From Bright.
Shortage Most Acute
For Tractors, OPA
Advises Farmers
Only when a rear-wheel tractor tire is worn beyond recapping
stage may ration certificates be
issued for purchase of a new
tire, OPA has announced. Previously, a farmer was allowed a
new-tire certificate if recapping
facilities were unavailable or
inadequate in his area. The new
regulation was made because of
the acute shortage of this type of
tire.
Grade I passenager car tire
allotment for April in this district's 64-county area is 8,557,
an increase of 385 over the
March quota. Grade III (used)
tires allotted total 8,434, an increase. of 976.
With 2,500 applications for
Grade I tires, which could not
be filled from the March quota,
now on file, the tire situation is
far from bright.
Quota of truck tires, size 7.50x
20 or less, is 2,802, up 353 from
the March quota, because this
group is made entirely of synthetic rubber. Truck tires 8.25x
20 or larger were reduced from
1,436 in March to 1,400 for April,
since these tires contain 30 percent raw rubber.
Tractor tire quotas: rear wheel
is 84; front, 109.

food production of Caldwell
county farms this year is apt
to drop because of workers being drawn into the armed forces,
absence of adequate farm machinery, and insufficient fertilizers, M. P. Brown, president a
the Caldwell County Farm Bureau has sent a letter to Congressman Noble J. Greory enumerating these and other pressing
agricultural problems.
"I realize the armed forces
must be supplied with men and
that farm boys as well as others
should go if the needs of the
armed forces are greater than
that of food; if not, I am afraid
the requirements for deferments
are becoming too great," says
Mr. Brown's letter.
Support prices for eggs and
hogs are also the subject of dissatisfaction among farmers here,
the Farm Bureau head advised
Mr. Gregory.

Republicans of Caldwell county will hold a mass meeting in
the courthouse here Saturday afternoon, April 22, to elect delegates to district and State conventions of their party, John
Hughett, county chairman, announced this week. Princeton
has asked that the district convention be held here but has
received no information as yet
whether the invitation will be
be accepted, Mr. Hughett said
this week.

Ministerial Association
Meets This Afternoon

citizen of Princeton, is seriously
ill at his home on Hopkinsville
An intensive effort to get in
scrap paper and tin cans will be
street following a series of
made throughout Princeton Friheart attacks suffered recently.
day, April 14, with city trucks
His son Charles, Detroit, arrived
and Boy Scouts canvassing houseTuesday night and his daughter,
to-house. The Scouts will go to
Mrs. William H. Solley, is also
Rev. John Fox, pastor of the each door, asking for paper and
at his bedside. His condition was
reported somewhat improved Central Presbyterian Church, de- tin cans, Merle Drain, salvage
livered a pre-Easter address at chairman for tin, said. Council6dnesday afternoon.
the Wednesday noon meeting oi man J. H. Morgan is in charge of
Mr. and Mrs. Hearne Harrel- the Kiwanis Club. He stressed
drive and will have
son are in New York City this service, faith and hope exempli- charg4, of this effort, Thos. Mcweek,
fied by the Cross.
Connell, "ctp
chairman, said.

Princeton Ministerial Association will hold its monthly meeting Thursday afternoon, April
6, at 4:30 o'clock, in the pastor's
study of Ogden Memorial Methodist Church, the Rev. A. D.
Smit h, secretary, announced
Tuesday. Dr. J. J. Rosenthal,
chairman of the local USG, will
appear before the ministers to
ask cooperation.

Interstate Names New
Msnager Of Local Office
"Maurice French, who has been
manager of Interstate Finance
Co., here for the last 2 years,
has been transferred to Elizabethtown. Mrs. Robert Nesmith
has replaced him, assuming her
new duties last Thursday.

Sam 0. Catlett Seriously
Ill After Heart Attacks
S. 0. Catlett, widely known

7

Floy Eldon Sons
Is Acid Victim
Former Deputy Sheriff
Here Ends Life At
Evansville
Floy Eldon Sons, former well
known resident of the Flat Rock
community and a deputy sheriff
of the county several years ago,
died at his home in Evansville,
Ind., last Thursday, his death
having resulted from drinking
carbolic acid, according to a
coroner's jury report.
Mr. Sons is survived by his
widow, his father, Wesley Sons,
and a sister, Mrs. Roy Vinson, all
of Caldwell county.
Funeral services were conducted in the Creswell Methodist
Church Saturday, the Rev. Edward Woodall officiating, with
burial in the Pleasant Hill cemetery.

Periodic Inspections Of
Tires To Be Discontinued
(By Associated Press)
Washington—OPA Administrator Chester Bowles announced
Tuesday that periodic inspections
of tires on passenger automobiles
will be discontinued after April
20.
"'This does not mean that the
tire picture has become an
brighter," Bowles said. "It simply means that the inspection program has served its primary objective—to make motorists conscious of the extreme need for
tire conservation and care."

Boy Scouts Will Make
Special Salvage Drive
For Paper, Cans April 74

ft.”. biper

Clothing Collection For
Destitute Allies Hits
Peak Here Today
Princeton school children's effort to obtain clothing for some
of the 70,000,000 homeless and
destitute Russians, victims of
Nazi agression, reaches its peak
today, when every pupil is asked
to take to his or her classroom
at least five pounds of wearing
apparel and one pair of shoes,
to be added to the Kentucky
shipment due to move overseas
immediately, C. A. Horn said
Tuesday.
This year's Kentucky clothing
drive for Russian civilians must
be not only a matter of spring
cleaning of closets and good use
of cast-offs, but "a generous and
even sacrificial sharing of, good
things," is the appeal of Mrs.
Mark F. Ethridge, Louisville,
State chairman of the April
clothes collection, to Kentucky
householders.
"Kentucky responcigd magnificently last year to the state-wide
collection of old clothes for wardeprieved Russia," Mrs. Ethridge
recalled. "This year the need
is so much greater that we want
not only to give what we can't
use, but even garments we can
use and still want. A feeling of
sacrifice and generosity is really
necessary if Kentucky is to do
her part in easing the terrible
and enormous need of Russian
women, children and old people
who have lost homes, household
goods, clothes to Nazi invasion
and needs of the war," Mrs.
Ethridge said.

Pipers Club To Serve
Supper For Soldiers
Members of the Pipers Club of
Ogden Methodist Church will
serve supper to visiting soldiers
at the local USO center Saturday night, at 6:30, Mrs. Owen
Ingram, refreshment chairman
said Wednesday.

Elks To Install
Officers Tonight
Billie T. Gresham Will
Succeed Himself As
Exalted Ruler

Denton Will Deliver
Message, Band and
Girls Glee Club
To Provide Music
Community Sunrise Services
will usher in celebration of
Easter' here at 6:30 o'clock Sunday morning, in the stadium of
Butler High School, as annually
the last several years, with members of the congregations of a
majority of Princeton churches
uniting, it was announced Monday.
The Butler Band, ender K. V.
Bryant, and the Girls Glee Club
of the high school, under Miss
Martha Schultz, will furnish
music and there will be congregational singing. Rev. E. S.
Denton, pastor of Ogden Memorial Methodist Church, will deliver the brief Easter message.
The program was announced as
follows:
Prelude: Butler High School
Band, Agnus Die, Dizet.
Congregational singing: Come
Thou Almighty King.
Invocation: The Rev. A. D.
Smith, Pastor Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Girls Glee Club: Lord's Prayer, Malotte.
Band: Sun of My Soul, Monk.
Scripture reading: Rev. John
Fox, pastor Central Presbyterian
Church.
Girls Glee Club: By Early
Morning Light, Phelps. •
Easter message: Rev. E. S.
Denton.
Congregational singing: Christ
Arose, Lowry.
.
Benediction: Rev. Charles P.
Brooks, pastor, First Christian
Church.
Odgen Memorial Methodist
Church will have a breakfast at
the church at 7:30 o'clock Easter
morning for young people.
Special Easter sermons will
feature services at the Methodist,
Central and Cumberland Presbyterian and Christian churches,
with the sacrament of the Lord's
Supper also to be observed.

Discuss Poultry
Problems Here
Contractor Needed To
Insure Federal Price
Support Aid
Carlos Oakley, War Food Administration representative, and
of
Stanley Caton, University
Kentucky Poultry Department,
met with dealers and producers
of poultry here Wednesday morning to explain the federal government's program for price
support of eggs. About 12 individuals attended the meeting
in the courthouse.
An effort will be made, Mr.
Oakley said, to get dealers in
the county to contract with the
government for eggs, providing
protection against low prices for
producers hereabouts. Thus far,
there is no such contractor here,
Mr. Oakley said.
Many poultry and egg producers in Caldwell county and
Princeton have complained to
various federal agricultural
agencies recently, since egg
prices fell below 20 cents a
dozen, they could not pay prosprices and sell eggs
profitably unless they were to
have the benefit of the government's price support.

Princeton Elks will install officers for this year at their
meeting in the lodge rooms
Thursday night, Billie T. Gresham, exalted ruler, said Wednesday. The new officers were 7,774 Head Of Stock
elected March 16.
Disposed Of Monday;
To be installed:
Exalted Ruler, Billie T. Gresh- Cattle Market Steady
am (reelected).
. A total of 1174 head of stock
Esteemed
Leading
Knight, was sold by Princeton Livestock
Lowell Davis.
Company's yards Monday, long
Esteemed Loyal Knight, Hew- fed steers topping at $16, good
lett Morgan.
quality fat steers at $14.50, stock
Esteemed Lecturing Knight, cattle at $15.10, No 1. veals at
Hobart McGough.
$15.40 and hogs at $12.95. The
Treasurer, R. U. Kevil.
cattle market was reported about
Secretary, Hillery Barnett.
eteady on all grades of slaughter
Trustee, George Stevens.
animals with stock cattle about
Tiler, Clyde Kercheval.
50 cents lower.
Dr. W. L. Cash, past exalted
ruler, will preside at the in"The Blundering Herd"
stallation. Initiation of new memAt Butler Friday Night
bers is also scheduled.
The Junior Class at Butler
High will present its annual
Revenue Collections
play, "The Blundering Herd," a —
For March At New High Western comedy in three acts, in
Louisville -- Internal revenue the school auditorium Friday
collections here during March night. April 7, at 7:30 o'clock.
set a ne* record, Mac Carring- Cliff Cox, Martha Schultz and
ton, treasurer of the collector's Virginia Hodge are sponsors and
office here said. Income tax col- the cast includes 13 members of
lections totaled $45,741,339 and the cast.
all Internal revenue collections
amounted to $66,292,629, CarringJoe Morrison, of Evansville,
ton reported.
spent last week-end here.

rvjay,
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gain appreciably as a result of their service
during the next 4 years.

to these protegees of the KenEaster happiness is very real en. They have had surgery and
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l soon.
tucky Society for Crippl
walk, run, play, go to -schoo
their
hospital care so. they can
crippled children will get
Thousands of other Kentucky through the Easter campaign of
chance at health and normalcy ed Children, which ends April 9.
the Kentucky Society for Crippl gh the Society's Caldwell county
The public is asked to give throuthe Rev. John Fox is chairman.
campaign committee, of Aich
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Comes soon the season when
inMan in the Moon isn't half as
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teresting as the lady in the sun
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if the latter doesn't wear slacks

last
bass, he has seen in many a day
one
weekend. Hylo caught the big
had the
out of Hobson's Lake and
allast laugh at Ezra Franklin, who
day.
lowed they wouldr: t strike that

Brad Lacy and Mitchell Clift put
Harin their brief stay at Ft. Benj.
home
rison doing K. P., if letters
at
may have credence. Brad says
bushels
last count he had peeled 638
and washed 17,000
of potatoes
in
dishes . . . while Mitchell broke
by peeling onions daily.

the
A local gent I know says
women can provide greatest speed
their
up of mail . . . by not giving
letters to hubby to post.
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Employer—Are you a clock watch-

60 wealthiest families control the press it
is sufficient to say that Editor & Publisher
in 1938 found 42 of these families had no
press connections whatever. Of the remaining 18 families, the majority represent
family fortunes built upon successful newspapers. And there are 1,754 other daily newspapers in this country, all of which must be
successful to a degree, or they couldn't operate. Reader confidence is what success is
built on.
Mr. Seldes' charges also include business
control of the press leading to falsifying
and distortion of news. We are not one to
disagree that there have been some illadvised examples of this in the past, human
nature'being what it is. However, we would
like to point out that no one, with the possible exception of this publication, has even
given credit to the majority of newspaper
editors, reporters and business executives,
for being honest and forthright in their efforts, for reporting the news factually as
they see it and operating honest newspapers.
We defy any critic of the press, in the government or otherwise, to make a comprehensive survey of the press, including every
newspaper large and small, who.can come
up with the same answers as Senator Murray, Messrs. Lundberg and Seldes. (Editor &
Publisher).

HOLLYWOOD

Army Beefs About War

•

By Robbin Coons
Associated Press Features
Hollywood—"What got me"—it was John
Wayne' talking,—"was the way those kids
out there kept their sense of humor. Through
hard work, battle, or deadly monotony, they
could laugh. Healthy beefing, sure, but no
squawks . . Taking it, day after day, and
not complaining. It got me."
Big Wayne covered 30,000 miles in three
months on his Victory Committee-U.S.O.
tour of the south Pacific fronts. He came
back, like most actors who go overseas, with
that apostolic gleam in his eye. He wanted
to tell other actors they should go, too. He
wanted to tell the home folks about what
the boys needed—cigarette lighters (because
matches drown in the humidity,) phonograph needles, reeds for wind instruments,
. cigars .. .
"Cigars, They get all kinds of cigarettes,
but no cigars. And up front they've got
nothing to do but smoke, listen to radios—
If they've got one—and see movies. Back of
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Other Editors Say: Press Stands On Record
Senator James Murray of Montana took
to the radio last week to charge that "our
press is not and has not been free for a
great many years." The Senator leans heavily on the arguments of George Seldes and
Ferdinand Lundberg that the press is controlled by wealthy families and news is
colored to their advantage. He alsq brings
up the threadbare statement that the press
of this country is losing its influence and
reader confidence.
To the last charge, we'll stand on the
record. The newspapers of this nation in the
last two years have exhibited outstanding
patriotism in abiding by a voluntary censorship code. They have safeguarded every
military secret many of which they were
thoroughly familiar with. They have unselfishly devoted millions of columns of
editorial space to campaigns designed to
sell War Bonds, collect scrap metal, build
blood banks, aid the Red Cross, etc. As a
display of reader confidence, which Senator
Murray says is waning, the public is now
buying more newspapers every day than
ever before in our history. And this in spite
of the fact that there are fewer newspapers,
and those in the field are restricting their
circulations under the wartime rationing of
newsprint.
As to Mr. Lundberg's charge that the

WASHINGTON IN WARTIME

the lines the sports centers are fine, but
they can't play ball or box up front. You got
an old radio? Or a piece of one? Ship it to
the Special Service Officer, A.T.C., San Francisco. They'll repair it, using parts of other
broken radios, and ship it GA to the jungles.
"Movies. They'll walk five or six miles
through mud and jungle just to see one.
They carry their own boxes, cans, logs to sit
on. I guess 100,000 men told me they don't
want propaganda pictures—they know the
job they've got to do, and they're doing it.
without squawks. They don't want war
pictures with false heriocs, either. They
don't think of themselves as heroes.
"All my life I have not only talked about
a free press, I have fought for it" .. . Secretary of State Cordell Hull.
11\
Peter Stuyvesant determined the size of
Albany, N. Y., in 1652 by firing one cannon
ball north, another south, and declaring all
land between the shots within city limits.
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Pretty homesick was the G. I.
n
who wrote home "I'd give a millio
bucks to see a pair of women's hose
hanging in the bathroom".
Princeton and Caldwell county
folk got another dose of fly-by-night
an
salesmanship last Monday when
old-fashioned "pitchman" demonstrated the w. k. Barnum truth that
"a sucker is born every minute."
The pitchman knew his stuff and
had it modernized well enough to
catch gullible cusomers variously
estimated at between 150 and 200,
mostly on a trick involving empty
boxes at $1 each. The show and
sales took place on the vacant lot
back of Goldnarner's store . . . and
it must have been plenty professional.
1111
In order to sell "three pairs of 54guage hose" for $1 and a dozen pairs
of men's sox for a buck, the visiting
bargain giver paid a city license of
$3. He could have been arrested for
obtaining money under false pretenses, since he stung his victims in
just about every possible way; but
instead, made a quick departure after including Chief Everett Jones
among his customers.

er?
Prospective Employee—No, I don't
like indoor work. I'm a whistle listener.
ss
It is agreed that labor, busine
and agriculture will sit down togeth
ry
er after the war, and if his laund
comes back, maybe the white-collar
worker can make a fourth.—Indianapolis News.
1111k
The center of gravity of the human body is to the right,
11141
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Associated Press Features
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easily explained.
Take the custom of Easter laugh
of Bater. Fifteen century priests
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varia inserted jokes in their sermo
drew
and when the people laughed
h
morals from the stories. The churc
abolished the custom.
e,
In parts of tenth century Franc
a canon absent from the choir on
of
Easter had to buy a round
breakfasts for a deputation of canons and vicars, which came to his
home to escort him to church.
In northern England, men paraded
the streets on Easter claiming the
privilege of lifting any woman from
the ground three times and receiv-

0 Or

ing a kiss or a six-pence.
The release which peoples of
Christian lands sought after
rigors of Lent obviously stanula
many of the customs.
In parts of Europe the women
a right to strike their husbands
Easter Monday, while it was
husband's turn on Tuesday.
servants in Germany beat the in
servants on Easter and the rr
servants got even on Monday.
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You Don't Say:
There are about 15 species
rattlesnake.
The safest place to be, acciiiE
statisticians report, is in bed.
The Red Sea is 1,200 miles long
The manufacture of rubber beg
around 1820.
One Army Ordnance M17 tank
stroyer is credited with knocking.
18 German tanks in North kr:
and seven in Sicily.
There are 700 college and 70 h.
school correspondence courses anable to servicemen and women
half price.

Victory is never cheaply bought. It
is
is only a means to an end. What
that end? What are we fighting for?
We are fighting for liberty, the
to
most expensive luxury known
man.
We fight for simple things—for the
little things that are all important.
We fight for schools built on a
foundation of hooks, not bayonets.
We fight for town meetings, for
the high school debating team, for
open doors to cathedral, church and

The Retail Merchants Association,
in the familiar but expensive custom,
will attempt to lock the stable door
after the horse has been stolen
(again) by asking the City Council
to pass an ordinance raising the
license ante to about $100.
1111
We receive nothing of value by
t Princeton to
permi
continuing to
gain favor with these gyp experts,
carnivals, fly-by-night salesmen and
other undesirables . . . all of whom
may safely be counted upon to pass
the word along to others of their
kind that this is a delightful place
in which to practice their arts and
skulldruggery. High licenses would
provide a remedy . . . and there's
no time like now.
Hylo Mohon may not write the
best verse but he showed this re4-pound
/
porter the best fish . . a 63

synagogue.
We fight for the right to organize
for any decent purpose; for labor; for
employers; for the Grange and the
Legion and the Ladies' Literary
Club, and for lodge meetings in full
regalia on Tuesday nights.
We fight for our candidate for
sheriff and for the other fellow's
candidate; and for the right to be
sorry we elected him and to say so.
We fight for the country editor
and for the metropolitan daily, and
for the editor's right to say the
wrong things if he thinks it's right.
We fight for free radio, for the
right to listen to what we want and,
to turn off what we don't want.
We fight for the right to work at
jobs of our own choosing; to read
the books we want to read; to listen
to the music that pleases us, without regard to the race or nationality
of the composer.
For these things we fight.
(From an address by Lt. Gen.
Brehon Somervell, commanding
Army Service Forces, to his
troops, March 9, 1944.)

For the munitions, the beef, the
butter, the dried skim milk, the vitamin A capsules—totaling, with other
items, nearly $19 billion—distributed to the Allies under Lend-Lease
agreements, they want some tangible
repayment with a long-term value.
For example:
A string of strategically-located air
bases and military fortifications.
A share of ownership in the raw
material wealth of foreign colonial
empires
What they do not want in quantity is gold.
Such proposals ar• barked by •
group which, Othough in the minor-W at proms* la on Waisontiol

its ideas could eventually become the
Administration's. At least one highly-placed official has written be
would be willing to "wipe the Lend Lease slate clean" in return for:
Direct political control by the
U. S. of the islands won and recaptured from Jrpan in the Pacific,
with the right to fortify and maintain these territories as military
bests.
But it must be remembered that
many islands are not legally Japanese. When the U. S. Marines took
Tarawa they ran up the Union Jack.
All the Gilberts and New Britain are
among British possessions. The Marshall Islands were League of Nations mandates to Japan. And disposition of true Japanese bases will be
argued out at the peacetable—extinily when the question of LendLoom repayment will be lip for
osiMannat,
mteie
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IN PRACTICAL
PATRIOTISM
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Don't spend money need lessly now. Save it to
spend later — when the
war is won.

t compete with the
2 Don'
government. Our armed
forces need the materials
and man-power for war
production.
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n the war is
3 Whe
you'll have money, with

which to buy the things
you ncbawn.'t and shouldn't
buy

AIR FIELDS BUT NO GOLD
(Wall Street Journal)
Washington—A bloc of high Administration officials has outlined
a bargain it would like to make
with the beneficiaries of Lend-Lease
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Page Three

The Princeton leader, Princeton, Kentucky
Iliett, who has been home on a
thirty days' furlough, left Saturday for rt. Hamilton, New
York, accompanied by his wife
as far as Louisville. He has been
in regular service for three years
in foreign countries, and returned
from France February 26, where
he had been for nine months.
His many friends were delighted to see him home again.

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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At The Churches

•

•

—Rev. J. F. Claycombe, W. H.
Jones and Mrs. Frank Cash attended the Presbytery at Madisonville Wednesday and yesterday.
Princeton, Ky. May 13, 1919.
—James W. Jewell, who has
been at Dallas, Texas, for some
time, was here Friday night enroute to Louisville to attend the
Derby.

•

Princeton, Ky. April 11, 1919.

Subscribe to The Leader

Though you may be far
from home and loved
ones this Easter, you can
find in the Churches of
this city a welcome for
Holy Services. And in
the homes of our city you
will find a welcome—an
invitation to share Easter
feasting, and to raise
your voice in Easter song,
in the heart of a happy
family. Men and women
in uniform are urged to
inquire at the local USO
center for details as to
where they may enjoy
Church attendance and
hospitality this Easter
Sunday.

News From The Past

Service
Insurance
Agency

Brood - Mares

Please
Remember
WIRE
HANGER

B. H. McChesney

t

EASTER FOOTWEAR

Spring Suits

'2"

"A Dream Walking," Elasticized Pump
Obey The Command
To "Shoulder Arms"
For Flattery . . .

OF

Even cardigan neckline
jackets boast shoulder
yokes; a n d stitched
darts accent others. In
checks, stripes, a n d
monotones, our jacket
suits offer an ample selection with every want(I size and color available . . . in all-wool.

Priced From

$18.75
A Mother prays--for the son who left her, still a boy, to fight with all a
who
man's strength of body and purpose! A wife prays, for the husband
the father
left her arms, to take up arms. A small child lisps a prayer for
it has never seen, And so to our
Easter prayers are added a new
Prayer of hope—that our Victory
will soon be attained, and that peace
will again illumine the earth. And
those who will not live to see that
peace, we entrust to the truth of His
resurrection.

Lillie F. Murphy

to

Hurry in today and sigh with relief as you prance out in this shoe that's
planned to pamper your feet with bu it-in elastic goring—As illustrated, in
Army russet crushed leather; also available in black crushed leather.

Full Fashioned
54-Gauge

SHEER HOSE
51 40
A Pair

$35.00
HATS

$2.98 to $4.49
We have a new shipment of beautiful
BLOUSES
and Dickeys.

The Lillie F. Murphy Store

79c and 89c

Finkel's Fair Store
“Where Your 14 Have More Cents"

Thursday,

April 6,

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Fredonia Valley News

Plenty Of Bask
Foods Available

(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Outlond
and children, Charles and Donald, of Trenton, were visitors
here Monday.
Mrs. James Eldridge, Princeton, visited Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Eldridge and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Moore a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Turley
visited Mrs. Turley's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Armour Holland, of
Auburn, a few days recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. McElroy and little son, of Hodgenville, visited relatives here last
week-end.
Master Charles Russell Melton, Detroit, Mich., is a guest of
his grand-parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Harmon,
Miss Georgia Boaz, who has
been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Thomas Owens and Mr. Owens,
of Louisville, for some time, has
returned home.
Mrs. Ira Dickerson, Burna, was
a guest of Mrs. Bill Tabor and
daughter Wednesday.
Miss Eertell Henson, Paducah,

Fresh Vegetables To
Move From South
During April

Kentucky housewives will move
Into the coming month to find
little or no change in the abundance of variety of foods, either
rationed or unrationed, W. Carlos
Oakley, area supervisor of the
War Food Administration's Office of Distribution, said this
week.
Potatoes and eggs continue to
top the list of plentiful "best
buy" foods, he said, with fresh
oranges and grapefruit close behind. To these may be added
fresh spinach, snap beans, cabbage, celery and carrots, expected to move from southern
producing areas during April, he
added. "And let's not forget the
lowly but precious onion," he
said. "Supplies of new crop
onions should be available in
most principal marketing centers
during the last half of the
marmalade.
month."
Raisins and dried prunes have
Among unrationed foods that
will be available in relative been made point-free to permit
abundance in April, he listed: reduction of stocks, and moderCanned green and wax beans, ately large supplies should be
frozen
vegetables, (including available during the month.
ffozen baked beans), soy flour, Points also have been reduced on
grits and flakes; wheat flour and canned peas (from 8 to .2), canbread, macaroni, spaghetti and ned corn, and canned tomatoes.
"Every one of the Basic Seven
noodles, oatmeal, rye breakfast
food, peanut butter, dry mix and foods, should be available in
dehydrated soups, and citrus relative plenty in April," he said.

HAPPY MRS. GEBHART
NOW PRAISES RETONGA
Was Victim Of Nervous Indigestion And Sluggish
Elimination For About Two
Years, She States. Regains
7 Lbs. And Feels Fine.
"It seems perfectly wonderful
what one month on Retonga did
for me," happily declares Mrs
Lillian Gebhart, prominent resident of 474 No. 4th St., Terre
Haute, Ind., and a staunch member of the Evangelical Church
Describing her case, Mrs. Gebhart stated:
"I was a victim of poor appetite, nervous indigestion, and
sluggish elimination for about
two years. The little food I ate
would soon sour in my stomach
and cause so much gas that I
felt miserable and my nerves
seemed like they would go to
pieces. I could sleep only an
hour or two at a time, and mornings found me simply fagged
out. I had to use powerful laxatives regularly; I lost many
pounds and seemed to be going
from bad to worse.
"Retonga soon brought me the
relief I so badly needed. Now I

was a guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Cart,Henson a few days
lastweek.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Traylor and
little daughters, Ann and Ada,
of Detroit, have moved to the
house formerly occupied by Mrs.
J. Parr and family.
Mrs. Alec Rowland and Mrs.
Jack Stephenson, visited Mrs. H.
E. Tosh Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Ruby West, Cowichie,
Washington, and Mrs. Florence
Prokap, Yakima, Washington, are
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Boaz and other relatives here.

Homemakers

ternoon at 2:30. The meeting was
called to order by the chairman,
Mrs. Ache Vinson. Eight members answered rollcall.
Major project, "Caning Chairs,"
.was demonstrated by the leader,
Mrs. Charles Wilson. Minor project was led by Miss Scrugham.
Treatment of burns was the subject discussed.. The club also
discussed work for the coming
year.
The hostess served Easter refreshments to the following: Mrs.
L. C. Foley, Mrs. C. A. Wilson,
Mrs. L. T. Wadlington, Mrs. R.
P. Ray, Mrs. T. L Grubbs, Mrs.
Arlie Vinson, Mrs. J. M. Terry
and Miss Nancy Scrugham.
The group adjourned to meet
April 26, with Mrs. W. M.
Young.

Deaths-Funerals
J. H. Thompson
James H. Thompson, 74, died
at his hOrne on North Jefferson
street Sunday, April 2, *Burial
was in Cedar Hill cemetery Monday. Mr. Thompson was the father of Mrs. Goldie Pidcock, North
Jefferson Street.
Everybody reads The Leader!

ADULTS

Fredonia
Homemakers
The Fredonia
Club met at the home of Mrs.
Smith Lowery Wednesday af-

FOR
SALE!
Madisonville Street

NOW YOU SEE IT!

Mrs. Lillian Gebhart
enjoy even breakfast and eat
anything without fear. I sleep
restfully, and I have regained
seven pounds already. Even the
sluggish elimination is relieved.
I feel splendid. It's hard to believe any medicine could give the
grand relief that Retonga gave
me."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, constipation, insufficient
flow of digestive juices in the
stomach, and loss of appetite. Accept no substitute. Retonga may
be obtained at Dawson's Drug
Store.—Adv.

John E. Young,
Agent
Tele.

Sensation of the nation! . . . At our
regular prices! . ..

rrint

11:0220230111313MM
It got Spectacle...it'sgot Soldiers!

SMILEY

Has high type Limestone Soil,
Nice Story-and-a-half dwelling
of 7 rooms, bath, water, 30 acres
in timber. One mile south of
Fredonia on black-top road.

advtiog MEN OF THE ARMED FORCES wer4
9€011€ MURPHY 57044 LESLIE -cle, Zwaid REAGAN
ol.te SMITH ei.tee 4 ief-91€ e44‘4E.tva44,e,g4
Warner grotkers ProduriOr

COMPLEX

g°444446

Also Another 165-Acre

Gay, clever, sepeisti•

FARM

se with boogie-v/0A

TECHNICOLOR

5 miles S. W. of Fredonia

25

MAIM Liver Oil C Illootoroi

SHOWINGS DAILY - 3
MATINEE at 2:30 P. M.
EVENING at 7.15 and 9:20 P. M.

TO AVOID THE CROWD

COME BEFORE 9:00 P. M

attend the matinee performances

add see both shows for one price'

A

C.A.Woodall

The Republicans of Caldwell
County will hold a Mass Meeting
at the Court House in Princeton,
at 1 p.m. Saturday, April 22, to Insurance & Real Estate Agency
elect Delegates to the District 117 W. Main St.
Phone 54
and State Convention.
,
Princeton, Ky.
John Hughett,
Chairman.

SAY EASTER GREETINGS WITH FLOWERS

5

6

IN

VITAMINS

protects

vitamins

"SAHARA"
with

ROBBINS

98

BRUCE BENNETT . J. CARROL NAISH
SUNDAY

Plus These Shorts'

—and—

"OUR SECOND FRONT"
COLOR CARTOON
PARAMOUNT NEWS

MONDAY

$3.19

TUESDAY

$6.89

&

WEDNESDAY

NEXT THURSDAY & FRIDAY

STAR-STUDDED CAVALCADE
OF ENTERTAINMENT!

1.79

...rho fightin'ast hpoth•f,..
mock of thong all .• in
Ms best
aped otos,
Air
exciting
rel.'

.49

.
11.1110.111.11.848•50's .

1.29

2.39

Vitamins A AID Come. Tobleta 15's

.89

Meet Germ Oil Commies IC's.

.69

—and—

MONDAY

coda&

Vitamins A,C,0, II„ B.
250'S
100's

.49

"AWL Condom 1Ws ..

SUNDAY

CAPSULES

1.25

.
Yeast Tiliolo1Oro ..

MEMORABLE ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE!
The mighty epic story of adventure,
courage and glory in the desert!
Tender human emotion-triumphant
action- matchless thrills!

HUMPHREY BOGART

CAPSULES

CYTAMIN

cc

* * * * ** *

* ** * * *

GREAT STAR OF "CASABLANCA"

fillcKESSON &

llama(Col. Paotothomato)
10 olVe.14's

TO SWING ITSELF INTO

IT TAKES

MADE BY A
LABORATORY
FAMOUS

.79

Here's More!
Chapter Seven
DON WINSLOW
of the COAST GUARD
—and—
COLOR CARTOON

$100 an Acre

and m oisture
againc; light

Halibut! Liver Oil Coolers . .

afIft

BURNETT

tlicKESSOW

.98

LIVINGSTON

It's got il1usie...11'$ got Story! lati
IT'S GOT EVERYTHING!

Slightly More Than

Has two-story, 7-room dwelling,
nice stock barn, 4-room tenant
house, water from creek, cistern,
65 acres creek bottom land, most
Notice
All persons knowing them- of remainder tillable. One ndie
stalveS to be indebted to the es- off gravel road.
tate of Mary F. Oliver, deceased,
will please come forward and
FOR QUICK SALE!
make satisfactory settlement and
all persons holding claims against
said estate will present same,
Less than $30 an acre
properly proven, Ifr‘payment.
Farmers National Bank,
$4,800
Administrator.

Notice

--biologically tested preparations. They are honestly priced.

Betel Syrup(B Complex)4 oz.

LARAMIE
TRAIL

The biggest show of the year! . . .

These vitamins are produced in the famous laboratories of

Supermall 1 It,

RECKLESS ADVENTURE
YIP-P-E-E! .
For Men He Wanted . . . For Woman He

toted romance that eat

' McKesson & Robbins. They are indeed trustworthy—high unit

Pl os cal families with
Vitamin D 100'a

1 DAY — SATURDAY ONLY

TONIGHT & FRIDAY

FOR SALE!
The Farm Home
Of Your Dreams

TOTAL ....

34¢

TOTAL

Hopkinsville Road.

Probably the greatest private
Mrs. Otho Towery and Mrs.
middle,
B. L. Paris had charge of the collector of books of the
project lesson given at the meet- ages was Gerbert, Pope:Sylvester
ing of Hopkinsville Road Homemakers Friday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Lem Beckner.
Their lesson was a demonstration
in caning chairs. Mrs. Bernard
Jones, chairman, had charge. .A
recreation program was led by
Mrs. J. F. Graham.
Members present were Mes165 Acres
dames Jones, Towery, Graham,
Paris, Beckner,. Don Boitnott,
Harry Johnson, W. D. Armstrong,
P. L. Funk. Miss Ethel Bright
was a visitor.

CHILDREN
Admishion
State Tax
War Tax

E. Main Street

TRUST THE MAKER!

Capsule

The foundation of th,
Harvard College library dates
Funeral services were held last
Musuem dates from 1751
1638.
to
hack
cemetery,
Thursday at the Morse

2 5-room Houses

VITAMINS

CONTAlt.

Henry W. Blackburn

CAPITOL

27c
2c
Se

Admission
State Tax
War Tax

William J. earner, farmer, died
at Princeton hospital Saturday,
'April 1. Funeral services were
held at Perry cemetery Sunday.
23,
Mr. Carner was born April
1857. His wife preceded him in
death several years ago.

Sows Produce Well
Caldwell County for
Ernest and Ralph ?„14:,
Washtngton Blackburn, farmer,
Hall
Spencer
the
in
county, whok 14
home
his
who died at
community, March 29. Mr. Black- 'farrowed in February. hi
living pigs. They wet
burn was 79 years old.
pays to raise pigs the
Coast fog signals were almost way, through proper
the good management aria
unknown until the middle of
control.
nineteenth century.

(Sold 270-acre tract last week)

WHEN YOU BUY

BENEL VITAMIN B

William J. Corner

Tun differani types a/
raPsmiat leg eacb package.
890

60't $1.98

WOOD DRUG STORE
Phop• 611

CORSAGES OF—
ROSES, GARDENIAS, ORCHIDS, CARNATIONS
AND COMBINATION OF FLOWERS.
SEASONABLE CUT FLOWERS

POTS OF—
BEGONIAS, AZAELEAS, PRIMROSE, LILLIES
AND SPIERA.

A. H. TEMPLETON

Phone 103-w

HERBERT MARSHALL
C. HURRY SMITH
RAY MILLARD
CLAM RAINS
IAN HUNTER
;
IVENDY BARRIE
ERIC INDRE
41111...
GOLAND YOUNG
ISNIALO GAMER

MK MI
Added!

PASSING PARADE
CARTOON
NOVELTY

Phone 1034

FLORIST
BY WIRE TOO!

FOREVER
AND A D

ARTHUR TREMBI
EDMUND GWENN
DAME MAY WMITTY
ANNA !NAGLE
CHARLES LAUGHTON
MONTAGU LOVE
.„ .'
PATRIC KNOWLES
-....*•..,, BRIAN MINE

COMING

04

TECHNICOLO

FAY mutate
RIGINALD OW1101
KEYS LUX!!
IN

••C IOU

APRIL 19-20-21 — SPENCER TRACY and IRENE
DUNNE in "A GUY NAMED

'

ce Well
Ralph td
tY, %otos,
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h proper
ment and

McConnell Hostess
tfie Moon Circle
Lottie Moon Circle of the
Baptist Church held its
'ruesr monthly meeting
the home
at
4,
April
ht,
'
rs. Howard McConnell.
members were present
added,
vs new members
Mrs.
Homer Purdy and
nd Carner.
Robert Nash gave a most
g devotional reading from
'hi:ins and Psalms. The
of the program was the
East and Palestine," which
iy given by Mrs. William
and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby.
-r were Mesdames Wil, ,an, Mina Tom Ryan,
Koltinsky, Robert Nash,
Lisanby, Cecil Smith, Ernildress, Raymond earner,
Purdy, Howard McConand Misses Gwendolyn
, Mary Wilson Baker,
e Young.
the program a delicious
•arse was served by the
. The meeting adjourned
t with Mrs. Ernest ChildMay.

'3 More:
ter Seven

tioned in the Army Air Corps Goodaker.
• • •
there.
Irvin Higgins has been conMrs. hey McGough spent last
week in Henderson with Mr. fined to his home on West Main
and Mrs. R. A. McConnell.
Street for the last ten days on
• • •
account of pneumonia.
Misses Charlotte Rose Pool
and Clemma Joyce Keeney spent
Mrs. Ramsey Taylor was a
last week-end in Madisonville visitor in Hopkinsville Monday
with Mrs. Pyron Dunbar.
afternoon.
• • •
Mrs. C. M. Wood and Christine
Frances Richardson and LaurWood spent several days in Inc Jones were visitors in HopLouisville last week.
kinsville last Thursday.
• • •
• • •
• • •
Mrs. George Smiley, Jr., of
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Hunt, Salem, visited Mrs. Ethel Smiley
Mayfield, visited relatives here and Miss June Smiley here Sunlast Thursday and Friday.
day.
• • •

The Leader
Congratulates
Sgt and Mrs. C. L. Terry,
Marion, Route 1, on the birth
of a daughter, Carolyn Yvonne,
at Princeton Hospital. Sgt. Terry
is stationed in the Hawaiian Islands.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jackson
Darnell, Maple Avenue, on the
birth of a daughter, Wenoka Sue,
April 3.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Edward
Satterfield, Princeton, Route 6,
on the birth of a daughter. She
has been named Margaret Jane.

PIECRUST BERET: Stitched gray wool in new outside shape by
Knox, garnished with two trick hatpins.

Mrs. Harralson Hostess
To Christian Church Group
Mrs. Sallie Harralson was hostess to members of Group No. 2
of Woman's Council of the First
Christian Church at her home on
North Jefferson Street, Monday
afternoon, April 3.
The ddevotional was given by
Mrs. R. M. Pool, followed by a
program by Mrs. Hazel Dobbins
and Mrs. Clifton Carter, after
which refreshments were served
by the hostess, to Mesdames Carl
Beesley, Mettle Dalton, C. P.
Brooks, R. W. Lisanby, T. W.
Woodruff, Pauline Shelby, Clifton Carter, R. M. Pool, C. E.
Caddie, Anna Osborne, Hazel
Dobbins, Henry Terry and R. W.
Lisanby, chairman of the group.

ial meeting, March 28, in the
library at Murray State Teachers
College, Murray. Several other
officers were also elected at the
meeting.
Reports on money for the Red
Cross and the club's picture in
the shield were given during the
latter part of the meettng. The
date for the next regular meeting
was set for April 4.

The condition of Mrs. Laban
Krwil remains unchanged.
•.•
Jt E. Boone, Jr., Fredonia, is
much improved.
• • •
Mr. George Jones, Princeton,
is improving after an appendectomy he underwent last week.
• • •

Miss Katherine Bannister, McNary Street, underwent a major
operation Tuesday and is someMiss Eugenia Cash, Brenau Coll- what improved.
• • •
ege alumnia, of Princeton, of the
Mrs. Otis Moore, Fredonia, is
Brenau Junior Music Conservaimproving after a major operatory, presented several of her
tion.
pupils in a piano recital Thursday, March 30, in her studio.
Production of dates in the
Miss Cash, the daughter of Mr.
United States has increased to an
and Mrs. Thomas J. Cash, West
annual harvest of about 15 milMain Street, is,.a member of Allion pounds—three times as much
of
and
sorority,
Omega.
pha Chi
years ago.
Mu Phi Epilson, national honor- as ten
ary Music fraternity.
Above five quarts of milk are
required to make one pound of
Miss Perkins Elected
American cheese.

Presents Students
In Recital

President Of College Club

I TON'S FINEST DEPARTMENT STORE"

(By Associated Press)
New York—Alben W. Barkley
(D.-Ky.), Senate majority leader,
and Robert E. Hannegan, Democratic National Committee chairman, will be speakers at the $50a-plate Thomas Jefferson dinner,
to be held May 8 at the Hotel
Commodore, James A. Farley,
Democratic state chairman, announced.

Mr. and Mrs. T. B. McConnell
and family left last week for
Louisville, where they will make
their home. Miss Anna Maude
McConnell, a Senior at Butler
High School, will remain here
until the end of the school term
with her sister, Mrs. Russell

Mrs. Rex Boyd and children,
of Cadiz, visited her husband's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Boyd here Sunday.
Be
Dance To
Mr. and Mrs. James Landes,
Grand Island, Nebraska, are
Saturday Night
sponsored by GSO visiting her parents, Mr. and
visiting soldiers, will Mrs. W. L. Mayes, Hopkinsville
at the Elks Clubroom Street.

TRIPLE-ACTION CREAM: Wonderful...
to have a cream that cleanses, lubricates and
protects so efficiently. Especially wonderful because its richer in lanolin. the miracle element
that helps maintain the natural oil balance so
essential to a smooth, soft, radiant complexion.
$1 and $1.75

Barkley To Speak

Harry Joiner is visiting his
son, Cadet Harry Joiner, Jr., and
Mrs. Joiner in Muskogee, Oklahoma.
• • •

Saturday night, April 8, from
9 until 12 o'clock, it was announced by Mrs. J. R. Kevil,
chairman of the Princeton USO
dance committee, Wednesday.
All GSO girls are urgea to attend.
will
be
Refreshments
,
served.

WINSLOW
AST GUARD
-and—.
CARTOON

Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Blades returned to their home in Loa
Angeles, California Sunday after
spending a week with his brother, H. W. Blades and Mrs.
Blades, Washington Street.

Miss Ruth Perkins, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. P. L.,Perkins,
Highland Avenue, was elected
president of the Twentieth Century Commerce Club at a spec-

or the final touch to your
Easter wardrobe.

Personals
Mesdames T. R. Stone, J. F.
Mitchell, Joe Stanley and son,
Robert Lee, visited Mrs. Urey
Pollard in Hopkinsville Sunday.
Mrs. Marshall Eldred and son,
Marshall Polk, arrived Wednesday from Louisville, for a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Dique Eldred. They were accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. Henry Hale,
who has been visiting them.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hawkins,
Evansville, spent last week-end
here with relatives.
• • •
Mrs. Old Shelby Pool recently
Americus, Georgia,
left for
where Lieut. Pool is stationed in
the Army Air Corps. They will
remain there for about nine
weeks, after which he will be
transferred.
• • •
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff left Monday
morning for Austin, Texas, where
she will spend the Easter Holidays with her daughters, Anna
Garrett and Jean Carolyn, students at University of Texas.
• • •
at
iJayne Walker, employe
Camp Campbell, spent last weekend here with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Walker.
• • •

CORSAGES (Roses, Gardenias and Carnations)
CUT FLOWERS
POWED PLANTS
COMBINATION POTS
"We telegraph Flowers"
EASTER WREATHS—in
Pastel Colors.

A. M. HARVILL
Tel. 626

FLORIST
Eddyville Road
111111t1i1111111111111.11.,m11
11111.1111M111411111114.1111.11.111111111.111111111110111111011111111111U111141.1111111111101.

Miss Lois Bryant, Gary, Indiana, spent several days here
last week with her brother, IC
V. giryant and Mrs. Bryant.
• • •
The date of the Chinese New
Year varies from year to year. ,,I W. L. Granstaff and son, Jack
spent last week-end in OklaWings of the housefly vibrate homa City, Okla., where the
visited Cadet Bill Granstaff, sta
about 160 times a minute.
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Soft, flexible, light on your feet!

quality of spring suits. You think
find, but we have it in both

The shop of better merchandise offers a large
selection of suits.
sturdy Connie eallskins,

We have a new Collection of
the famous

tailored

Soft

classics,

cardigan and dressmaker
styles.

HATS—Make your selection
now, while stocks are complete.
SPECIAL—Easter over-thecounter canteen goodies.

When in Hopkinsville,
Shop at . . .

fashioned with downright
running to he both
roinioriable... and

Thursday, April 6,

4
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In prehistoric
average tire life
tires in 1940 was distributed
part of Europe.
wu about 22,000 miles.
—
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Commissioner's Sa!e 9"""4'"-ler-

Mustering-In Pay
Given To Families

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
Mrs. Vina Pruett, etc.
Plaintiff Vs.
Dependents Of InducPruett, etc., Defendant
Clifton
tees Get Aid When
In EQUITY
Men Enter Service
By virtue of a judgement of
the Caldwell Circuit Court rend(By Associated Press)
the above entitled cause at
ered
of
Dependents
—
Washington
Term, 1944, the unMarch
the
initial
soldiers and sailors get an
dersigned will on third Monday,
allowance payment to tide them
the 17th day of April, 1944, beover the period between inducing County Court day, between
Mit-find the time when the first
the hours of 10 a.m., and 3 p.m.,
regular allowance is due.
at the Courthouse door in rinceAt the War and Navy Departton, Ky., proceed to expok to
ments it was explained that this
public sale to the highest btd
procedure has been followed
der the following property:
since last fall when legislation
A certain lot, piece or
amending dependency allowances
parcel of ground lying in
was approved.
the town of Princeton, Ky.,
The legislatiOn provides for
being 70 feet on the west
immediate payment of a full
side of North Jefferson St.,
month's allowance to a family,
and running back between
even though a man enters the
Parallel lines on Shepardson
service in the middle of a month.
St., 115 feet and being No.
This payment is not taken out of
401 North Jefferson St.,
monthly
the subsequent regular
Princeton, Ky., this being
allowance.
the same lot conveyed to W.
-year-old
D. Pruett by R. H. Akin and
DEMOCRAT WINS ELECTION TEST—J. S. Stigler, 88
The Canary Islands were father of W. G. Stigler, Democratic candidate, watches as his son
R. Akin, his wife, by
Hettie
district
Oklahoma
known in ancient times as the keeps in touch with returns from the second
July 28, 1922, and
dated
condeed
for
Clark
0.
E.
Republican
over
which recorded his victory
Fortunate Isles.
for 1944
now on record in Deed Book
gress. The election was watched throughout the nation
Wire(AP
No. 50 page 408 of the office
political trends. The Stiglers kept tab in Stigler, Okla.
The Suez canal has no locks. photo).
of the Caldwell County
Clerk.
Said sale is being made for
the purpose of division among
his 16 juveniles.
Associated Press Features
heirs.
Olin Gentry, farm manager,
The purchaser will be required
Lexington, Ky. —Col. E. R.
Bradley is about to run out of makes nothing more than a "rea- to give bond with good personal
''B's" to use in nanTing his horse. sonable guess" as to the total seeurity for the payment of the
After more than a quarter of a number of B-Line horses named purchase money, payable to the
Master Commissioner, bearing 6
century, the famous Bradley Byears he
names of hun- by Bradley during the
the
percent interest, having the efincluded
Line
Vicics
Ziereposet
Put
Vs-tro-nol up each
dreds of thoroughbreds whose has been producing them here. fect of a Judgment or Replevin
shrinks
nostril. It (1)
names begin with the second let- He estimates they would average bond, on which execution may
swollen membranes,
around 20 to 25 a year, at least, issue at maturity, with a lien
ter of the alphabet.
(2) soothes irritation,
But the master of Idle Hour since 1915—close to 700 horses reserved for the payment there(3) helps clear coldclogged nose. Follow
of. Said sale will be made on a
Farm reveals that the March 1 and names.
.
lioenrs
itrzt
"Col. Bradley gets suggestions credit of six months.
deadline almost caught him this
d
year without suitable names for for the names from everywhere," AMY FRANCES LITTLEPAGE,
Gentry says, "but he passes on Master Commissioner C. C. C.
every one of them, himself. If Attorney, Alvin Lisanby.
the names are turned down by Princeton, Ky., March 28, 1944.
the Jockey Club, he tries again
with another list of names beginning with 'B'. It is getting to
be a real job."
Four of the B-Liners have won STATE OF KENTUCKY,
the Kentucky Derby for Bradley CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
—Behave Yourself in 1921, Bub- Mrs. Ella Dunning and Alvie
bling Over in 1926, Burgoo King Dunning
Plaintiffs Vs.
in 1932 and Broker's Tip in 1933.
Others have finshed in the money. Lee Dunning, etc., Defendant
In EQUITY
The war has helped in the selecBy virtue of a judgment of
tion of recent names, such as B
Lik• the Little Red H•n, you're got to eat
Nineteen, now a three-year-old, the Caldwell Circuit Court rendwhere you scratch . . . on your own land.
and Bird of War, a recently- ered the above entitled cause at
And to. performance on your own land Is all
he--fdarch term-, 1944, the untwo-year-old h3r—Wa
that counts. Today, check the performance of
named
dersigned will on Third Monday',
Pfister Hybrids on the forms of your neighAdmiral.
bors, the men with soil most like your own.
Although Bradley, only man to the 17th day of April, 1944, beAnd then, s•• your local dealer for a Pfister
win the Derby four times, will ing County Court day, between
Hybrid strain and grade suited to your 'posing
not be represented in the classic the hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
needs. Get your 1944 Pfister seed today.
as an owner this year, four hor- at the Courthouse door in Princeses bred by Bradley have been ton, Ky., proceed to expose to
nominated by thier owners. They public sale to the highest bidLOCAL DEALERS:
Bomb der the following property:
include By Jimminy,
Two certain tracts of land
and Brie A
Bow
Sight,
Bounding
IIUBERT PINNEGAR, Princeton
lying on the Princeton-HopBrae.
Eddyville
CO.
PRINCE HDW.
kinsville highway and on the
The B-Line will carry on for
waters of Muddy Fork of
Bradley, through, as long the B's
Little River; the first tract
last.
is bounded as follows: beginning at a stone in the
Pulp Wood Produced
Camargo, Ill.
old turn pike road in one of
In Hickman county it is estithe lines of the old original
mated that five times as much
survey and corner, thence
wood pulp will be produced this
N. 101
2 E 112 poles to a
/
year at last. Then farmers restone in the original line of
ceived $11 per unit, 4 by 5 by 8
a seven acre tract, one of
feet, and reported a successful
the original tracts of land,
year. The current price is $12.
thence S 69 W 112 poles to a
stone and ash pointer, thence
The Chinese generally wear
S 251
2 W 100 poles to the
/
five buttons on their coat fronts
beginning and containing 114
to remind them of the five prinacres and 42 poles more or
cipal virtues recommended by
less and being a portion of
Confucius — humanity, justice,
the same land conveyed to
order, prudence and rectitude.
J. L. Dunning by H. L. Dunning and A. E. Dunning, his
Everybody Reads The Leader

Oatdwfts
Relieve Misery of

Bradley Running Out Of B's

HEAD COLDS

VICKS
VA-TRO-NOL

THIS PFISTER BREAKS RECORDS
ON MY OWN
FARM

Commissioner's Sale

GATES SEED CO.

KEEP IT
ROLLING

Tractor And Farm
. Machinery
• REPAIR
SERVICE

Save At

Cornieles
.Save the difference on high-grade gasoline and oils at
Cornick Service Station and invest the, difference in War
Savings Stamps and Bonds. You will be doing a patriotic
duty and at the same time save for the future for yourself
and family.

DON'T WAIT

Are You Interested In Saving Hour, uf
Your Time Daily
If a, we can help you by installinv

FAIRBANKS MORSE WATER SYSTEM
for yo0.
We 'have a complete line of water systems in
We also have some extra 30 and 42 gallon
storage tanks available.

B. N. LUSBY CO.
Taylor,
LIVES AFTER 8-STORY FALL—Eight-months-old Bryce worse
nothing
Jr., son of Lt. and Mrs. Taylor of Miller. Neb., has
floor of an
than a broken leg to show for a fall from the eighth Brown,
his
army hospital at Miami, Fla. With him is Lt. Vera
nurse. (AP Wirephoto from army air forces).

Save On Grocery Bill
wife by deed dated Dec. .12,
That the live-at-home program
in
record
on
now
1891 and
saved farmers a large percentDeed Book 11 page 539 of
age of their grocery bill is rethe Caldwell County Clcrk's
ported by Clyde Wall, merchant,
office.
farmer and neighborhood leader
Tract No. Two: Lying imin Madison county. Only a fourth
mediately adjoining tract No.
as much money as usual was
1 and beginning at a double
spent for potatoes and canned
white oak, Piercy's and Dunfoods grown in that community,
ning corner, thence in a
he said.
southern direction with said
line to a stone, A. W. PolEverybody reads The Leader!
lard's corner thence with the
original line and corner of
Pollard and Newsom to a
stone, George Newsom's corner now Blye, thence with
Blye's line in a Northern Direction to a stone in the
county road to a black oak,
Newsom and Gilkey's corner,
thence West with Hail's line
in a southern direction to a
double white oak, the beginning corner and containing 79 acres more or less and
being the same land conveyed to J. L. Dunning by J. S.
Newsom and Elizabeth Newsom his wife by deed dated
Nov. 19, 1909 and now of
record in Deed Book 30 page
590 and making in all 143
acres and 42 poles more or
less.
Said sale is being made for
the purpose of division among
heirs.
INSURANCE OF ALL
The purchaser will be required
to give bond with good personal
KINDS
security for the payment of the
the
to
payable
money,
purchase
Master Commissioner, bearing 6
W. C. Sparks
percent interest, having the effect of a Judgment or Replevin
Glenn E. Farmer
bond, on which execution may
issue at maturity, with a lien reSam Koltinsky
served for the payment thereof.
a
on
Said sale will be made
credit of 6 and 12 months.
AMY FRANCES LITT'LEPAGE,
Master Commissioner C. C. C.
Attorney, Alvin Lisanby.
Princeton, Ky, March 19, 1944.

Regular Gas

Let our Shop Foreman help you with your

17V2c

Ethyl Gas................._ 18.6c
Kerosene
9c

troubles!

Good Bulk Oil 50c per gallon

Magnetos and Carburetors Checked and
Batteries Charged,... 49c

Repaired.

We have a new Acetylene welding outfit and
will be glad to do your fender and body welding.

Acetylene Welding and general Repair

CLAUDE ROBINSON
FEEDS, SEEDS, FENCE, FERTILIZERS
JOHN DEERE FARM MACHINERY

Kentucky

CORNICK OIL CO.
R. B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.
405 Hopkinsville Strect
Princeton, Ky.

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Service Insurance
Agency

Gardeners Should
Consider Soybean
One way a gardner can make
his time and labor count the most
is to plant vegetables which are
high in food value. Soybeans are
tops in this regard compared to
other beans and peas, note nutritonists at the Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics. Recent scientific tests show
soybeans to be twice as rich in
protein as green peas or lima
beans, seven times as rich as
limas, and 11 times as rich as
green peas. Soy are delicious
when eaten green, but also may
be prepared as other dried beans.
An advantage to gardners is that
the Mexican bean beetle bothers
them only when there are no
other bean in the garden.
Spanish railways are not standard European gauge.
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ofthe Obsetherst Irriner
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aNgfamat
Under good conditions Sr bud, yoor
Funk's "G" Hyhrid will produce mote
end better corn fee you. Under goal
conditions Funk's "G' wakes the woof
ef the favorable factors be proillica
record yields.
If you have en unfavorable stiosen,
weatherproofed "G" Hybrids aye reid
protectioe for yee. "laid te Seat the
Element'," these horning. sinks 'orally make sem* of their best ricer&
when the "tweaks" aro *naiad thew.
5. pleat, viHi cosh&lies, Peek's

Claude Robinson

Nit

Use the EXTRA help

he o#ers. Nossr.1
°how°

I

Government calling
American Farmers to plant 16,000,000 acres more than
year's record total—the Standard Oil man is living up to
reputation as a "friend and helper of the Southern Fai-,
He is doing this by rendering helpful service and
experienced advice on the wartime maintenance of fanchinery, and by supplying dependable fuels and lulx:
With tank-trucks operating outiof over 500 bulk de:.
points, there's a Standard Oil man serving your communi
wherever you are. Always a good man to know, he ca
especially helpful now in keeping
'farm machinery "Fit and Fighting
N the present emergency—with the

Your Standard Oil man will be glad to
you a FREE copy of this 64-page Man
on Wartime Machinery Maintenance.It
help you keep your machinery in bating

STANDARDAOIL.COMPANY

Dugan Ordway
New Manager of

Princeton Livestock Co.
Due to
Brad Lacy, Former Manager
having been inducted in the
Armed Forces,Dugan Ordway,of Fredonia,is now
Manager of the

Princeton Livestock Co.
PLANT
WIT!!

PT

Df

sly

PRINCETON, RT.
Aostesmocrilina.

132 East Main Street

Wm. M. YOUNG

CORNICE'S
White Gas ........—.............

tlinee

Attention Farmers!

INVEST THE DIFFERENCE IN WAR STAMPS

Check your Equipment now, for needed Reparrs

Princeton,

The national
for passenger car

He can be reached on Mondays at Phone
495, Princeton; Other days at Phone 94,
Fredonia.

Princeton Livestoc
Company

Ln

7.

sday, April 6, 1944
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Hemp Seed Pays
Bradley Clark of Jackson
county received approximately
$600 for hemp seed produced on
three and a half acres. Mr. Clark
says that, considering the amount
of labor required, the crop was
the !mist profitable he ever produced.

All Set For Western Invasion
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Yanks In England Are Ready And Confident But A Little Scared

Most of the Argentine pampas
is devoid of trees.

Finds Satifaction
In Food Production
'That there is real satisfaction
in producing food for the family,
says Mrs. Enoch Windes, Christian county, who last year canned
more than 800 jars of fruit,
vegetables and meat for her
family of four. In addition, root
vegetables were stored. Peaches,
pears, grapes and berries were
grown on the farm, along with
a garden which provided a variety of vegetables. That head lettuce grown from plants, and
asparagus, are well worth while
was stated by this homemaker.
Recently Mrs.Windes canned 200
quarts of beef, which with pork
and chicken already put up, will
simplify meal preparation in the
busy days ahead. Mrs. Windes is
assisting. Home Agent Mary Ellen
Murray in helping farm and rural
people of that county to produce
and conserve all of the food their
families will need.

Dr. Hallie C. Watt
OPTOMETRIST

E. Main St.
Phone 250
By James E. King
Associated Press Features
Associated Press)
Trigg Women Can Meat
State-employed
London—The American doughClub members in Trigg county
boy waiting for the kickoff in
tAtioned at all importconserved meat during the winter
bridges
highway
:ticky
months by canning 2,923 quarts. the invasion of Europe is like a
rd against sabotage when They assisted others in canning football player in a dressing
And Your Strength and
room before the big game—cool,
t,Lit States entered the 1,561 quarts.
Energy la Below Par
released March 31, it assume jurisdiction over guard- a little tense maybe, but confiIt may he caused by disorder of kidney function that permits poisonous
dent.
'flounced
waste to accumulate. For truly many
ing the Salt river span and
people feel tired, weak and ini.rable
Like the foo'all player, he
h w a y . Commissioner J.
when the kidneys fail to remove excess
acids and other waste matter from the
Watkins, who pointed patrolmen will be instructed to doesn't like to talk much about
blood.
had
for
at
investigate
irregularities
You may suffer nagging backache,
the husiness at hand. Wives,
at federal authorities
rheumatic pains, headaches, dixxin.•,
sweethearts, the home town—sure
up night., leg pain., swelling.
the guards no longer were all other bridges, Watkins said.
nomotimes frequent and scanty urinasaid only the Salt
The commissioner pointed out —but not what it's going to be
tion with smarting and burning is another sign that something is wrong with
ridge at West Point, near that the state will save $13,000 like storming ashore.
the kidneys or bladder.
They expect to be scared at
There should be no doubt that prompt
a month through release of 97
ox, would be guarded.
treatment ix wiser than neglect. U.
will
patrol
highway
haven't
state
guards at 18 bridges. The bridges, first, especially those who
Doan's Pills. It is better to rely on •
medicine that has won countrywide apwith the number of sentries as- been shot at before, but they'll
proval than on eomething lese favorably
known. Poun's have been tried and testtell you: "We've got a job to do
signed to each, follow:
ed many years. Are at all drug stores.
Approximately 40 per cent of
Get Doan s today.
Munsfordsville bridge, 4, New- and we'll do it when the time
axatiVe
all American airmen reported
port-Cincinnati, 9; Maysville, 7; comes.'
missing in action over Europe
They joke a little, like Pvt.
Milton - Madison, 6; Covingtonturned up in German prison
Newport, 6; Carrollton, 66, Cov- Wayne Mantle, Harrisville, N. Y.,
LIKE
camps.
ington-Cincinnati, 9; Clay's Ferry, who allowed he was "ready to
7; Ashland, 3; Catlettsburg, 3; invade New York right now."
But there's no joking in trainBurnside, 7; Smithland, 4; Spottsville, 8; Canton, 2; Eggner's Fer- ing against invasion day.
Thy are cocky, but they have
ry, 1; Henderson, 6; and Irvin S.
no illusions about the grim game
Cobb (Paducah), 7.
highway of war. They know a lot of them AMMUNITION FOR WESTERN INVASION—Crates of 50-caliber machine-gun cartridges are
the
Watkins said
patrol would make a study to aren't coming back. But they unloaded from a Liberty ship somewhere in Britain. They will be added to the huge piles of war
(AP Wirephoto).
determine how to meet the prob- know that it's the only way to materials already awaiting the signal for European invasion.
lem of regulating traffic over win the war and get back home.
This Woman Knows
CONSTRUCTION
year child ...do •
Sgt. Sammie Slusher, Willard,
the Covington-Cincinnati and
give him 0,a liff will
IT.joy falcate -pleas.
Life
Farm
About
that
how
Newport-Cincinnati bridges. Ohio, tells his men
disq Scrap of Black.
WORKERS
It is estimated that 25,000
L Given aildirected,
Mrs. Vercil Utterbach of FrankGuards at the two spans have first baptism of fire is going to
gpselly riMd is action,
plants of the Tennessee Shipper lin county, who is working with
been directing traffic during rush feel.
WANTED
Ow Only •s Ci;r.ted
"Frankly," he says, "you will variety of strawberries will be Home Agent Frances Soper to
hours.
be scared stiff. Your frame will set out in Marshall county this
assist farm and rural people in
BY TVA FOR
tremble and your knees will year.
preserving their own food supply,
of
worth
$3,000
Approximately
hands
knock. The sweat of your
KENTUCKY DAM
knows the problems of the farm.
war bonds were sold by the
will be cold and clammy.
when her husband
year,
Last
Hart
in
club
"Your lips and throat will be Waterloo 4-H
UNSKILLED AND
was away from home on a dedry, your stomach upset, and county.
job, Ms. Utterbach, with
Farmers in Ohio county are fense
SEMISKILLED
you'll wish you were a couple of
the aid of a 70-year old tenant
thousand miles away somewhere using ammonium nitrate to bring and 15-year old son, farmed 133
JOBS OPEN
in America. It will be like wait- on early pastures and to increase acres. There were crops of hay,
yields of small grains.
ing for the kickoff.
care
corn, wheat and tobacco to
•48 hour minimum workweek
Mrs. R. K. Ogden of Trimble
"Chances are you'll be surfor, besides six cows, pigs, chickprised how cool you are once you county made a profit of $58 ens, a garden and a strawberry •Time and a half over 40 hours
AS we observe this Easter with its full
get in there. You'll find you have above feed costs in one month patch to tend. Mrs. Utterbach re- •Room and board at low cost
Rock
Barred
173
of
flock
her
on
you
than
we extend to all of our
significance,
a lot more know-how
ports that she spent approximate- •Transportation paid
hens.
thought you did."
time on farm
her
of
two-thirds
ly
friends sincere greetings that another
Farmers in Fleming county
These American soldiers don't
Apply at the
jobs. Then she canned around
hate anybody in particular, but who primed tobacco were well 400 quarts of food, did the houseEaster soon to come will find the world
they train hard, and on leave satisfied, some reporting earnings work, took an active part in her
STATES
UNITED
at peace and all who are now far from
they play just like anyone else of $10 for each dollar spent for homemakers' club and assisted
labor.
do.
away from home would
in demonstrating pressure cooker EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
home returned to our midst. Enjoy EasPeasl-Cola Companu. Lone Island Cltu. N.
Approximately 100 acres of
Some are a little more anxious
ed Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company.
and hot-water-bath canning in
in
Graves
started
be
will
orchard
ter services in Church, faithful unto
for the invasion to start than
War Manpower
different parts of the country.
others, maybe because they have county this year.
Mrs. Utterbach is a member of
Him who was resurrected on this day ..
Following a display of garden
Commission
a touch of homesickness.
the Women's Land Army.
S.
John
by
recommended
seeds
of
tired
little
a
I'm
way,
"In a
HELP YOU BUY IT?
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
waiting," said Sgt. Clarence Ka- Gardner of the University of
4inety per cent of all the water
S
.
min, 24, Chicago, and Sgt. Paul Kentucky, more than 100 Met- that flows down the storied
203 East Ninth Street
Setkula, former Stump Creek, calfe county farmers bought the Brazos river of Texas is flood
Pa., coal miner, finished the sen- seed.
water.
Thursday, April 13
The need of feed in Harlan
tence for him."The sooner we get
the
sow
to
growincrease
to
farmers
county
causing
in
ford
county
home,"
get
we
sooner
started, the
new pastures and re-seed old ingot grapes, strawberries, raspTHESE ARE WAR JOBS a
he said.
berries and orchards on farms.
G. Marshall, ones.
Pvt. Kenneth
After nothing the effect of
More than 278 farm men and
Persons in other wart
Shreveport, La. said "I think it
fields,
0141.011111.
work should not apply.
1.1.0109111“..11111.iiiiiP.111111“1111111M11111111.6.1119.11111P1W111“.11.111“.
will be rough" and Pvt. Clarence women in Oldham county are rains on contour-planted
of Grant county
Huggman,Blacksburg, Va., add- helping to encourage more food Harold Hedger
production within the county. is convinced method pays.
ed: "We'll do it."
Five countries in southeastern
Carlisle county farmers placed
"You never can tell what you'll
of ammonium Kentucky pooled their orders
meet on an invasion, grinned orders for 20 tons
of mixed for certified Irish potato seed
Cpl. Harry Hammer, Brooklyn. nitrate and 80 tons
grown in North Dakota.
"When we 'invaded' Northern fertilizer.
you want to buy a home and
percent
60
that
expected
is
It
•••••••101101101•1111MIND
Ben,
brother
my
met
Ireland I
in Spencer
some extra money to help
whom I hadn't seen for a long of the tobacco grown
resistent
plete the down payment. let
time, and my brother Murray county will be root-rot
200 farmers
know.... Don't let the lack of
(former New York policeman)." varieties, around
ouple of hundred dollars or so stand
Between wishing they were go- growing Ky. 41A.
Plans are underway in Woodsen you and owning the home you desirel
ing home and knowing the only
of
way
IN
by
COME
is
$300.
there
TO
way to get
US FOR ANY AMOUNT YOU NEED UP
unpaid at the field.
OR PHONE. YOU'LL GET PROMPT SERVICES
Berlin, they can laugh at such
Morgan went for weeks withGeorge
things as happened to Pvt.
out a letter. Then one came. He
Morgan, a murals painter from tore it ope,n. It was from the air
Staten Island, N. Y.
field.
While training at Fart Bragg,
It began: "You apparently do
Phone VI
OIPPORVID
flying
private
took
N. C., Morgan
not realize the seriousness of
Princeton. Ky.
Nesmith
May
was
Anna
He
field.
z Market St. Phone Mrs.
lessons at a nearby
this situation."
Manager
470
eeton, Ky.
shipped off, leaving a small bill

When Your
Back Hurts

t

your child should

DOAN'S PILLS

Ky. Farm News

ent call'
lore thas
iving up
hem n F
ice and
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d Fighting,
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DEPENDABLE
IN
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John E. Young, Agt

RPOR ATION of KY

Perhaps you have not yet accumulated much property. But you can

tiger
the

Our Boys
Ind Hope
rd.
EASTER
PRAYER
Let us at home alsa% find
e in prayer this season.
it will be well to keep
rmost in our minds the
Ty of His resurrection.
though we may have
a loved one on a far-off
tlPfield: though we may
er again see him on earth,
faith in Christ's coming
return will give us emirto face all of this life—
after—with courage and
dfastness

ornick Oil
Co.

Create An Estate
immediately through life insurance. You would protect your family at once and you would accumulate
gradually funds for your retirement. It costs nothing
to look at the figures. Let me show you.

iii

TAX
PAYERS
NOTICE!

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt.
NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 81
ILL W. Market St.
rfflIBIRMJVJAHllb..

Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1943 will be
advertised and sold. This means additional expense. Pay now and
save money.

Wanted

The law requires all male persons between the ages of 21 and 70
to pay a poll tax. Your property or safary is subject to execution
to satisfy this bill.

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP

I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please call and pay your
tckes to avoid advertisement.

Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
COLLECTORS Of WASTE GREASE

Mitchell (lift
Sheriff, Caldwell County, Kentucky

Thursday, April 6
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Bluegrass In Trigg

To Spend Part Of
Salary On Park

CLASSIFIED ADS
Prices Of Corn To City Court Busy FOR
March s
Farmers Controlled During Driver
Loses His

J. R. Lawrence of Trigg coun•
ty, cooperating with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
Following receipt of numerous
Kentucky Publisher
has established a good pasture of inquiries as to whether sales of
bluegrass. He used lime and phos- corn by one farmer to another
Breaks Precedent In
phate, and seeds with sweet are under price control, the
Accepting State Job
clover.
Louisville District OPA Office
Fool's
Arpil
Frankfort,—It was
the following statement:
issued
day, but ,that had nothing to do in Laurel county.
Maxium prices are established
could recall no
officials
State
Russell
that
with announcement
for sales of corn by producers
parallel to the agreement among
Dyche, London newspaperman, higher position holders, although. and a formula price is listed for
which
has accepted an appointment as many Kentuckians have served every county in Area B,
Kentucky. These prices
director of the State Divison of without pay on various boards includes
are the formula prices for No. I
Parks with a stipulation that 2, and commissions.
and No. 2 yellow or mixed corn.
Sentithe
of
Dyche, publisher
000 of his annual $3,500 salary
If corn is delivered to the purretained
nel-Echo at London,
revert to a State use.
grown,
salary to chaser at the farm where
yearly
his
of
51,500
H.
Commissioner
Conservation
maximum price is the formula
servto
incident
expenses
cover
anofficial
A. Browning made
4 cents
has devoted price for that county less
nouncement of Dyche's appoint- ing as director. He
a bushel; if delivered at any
the
of
development
to
time
much
ment, said the publisher accepted
maximum
near his home, point in Area B, the
only on the ground that $2,000 of 750-acre park
formula price at the
the
is
price
his
of
one
for
named
his salary be applied to improve- which was
2 cents
/
place of delivery less 21
ments at Levi Jackson State Park pioneer forebearers.
a bushel.

DANGER --Don't Forget That

"SPRING FEVER"
HITS AUTOMOBILES TOO,
Drive in for a Spring check-up tomorrow.
"When your doctor tells you that you need "Spring
Conditioning," remember your car needs it, too!
Get set for trouble-free driving this spring. Change the
lubricant in transmission and differential . . . let us put
fresh grease in ever part . . . check brakes with fluid . . .
check spark plugs.
Now Is the time to get your car ready for spring and
summer, and our experienced men know how to do the
job fast and well at a moderate price.

Report of March police court
activities at Monday night's session 'of City Council showed 37
cases, with fines and costs aggregating $516 and collections of
$381.50, one-half going to the
Coon Library. The session was
attended by Councilmen Blackburn, Hammonds, Lacey, Morgan
and Quinn, with Mayor Cash
presiding.
The report showed one defendant, charged with possessing
illegal liquor in dry territory,
was fined $50 and costs and
given a 30-day jail sentence, and
one, charged with operating a
motor vehicle while intoxicated,
was fined $100 and costs with
revocation of driver's license.
Charges against five defendants
were filed away, two of them
having been inducted, into the
army.
Treasurer's report fol` March
showed the month's disburse$3,171.28.
ments aggregated
Balances in all funds at the
close of March totaled $13,713.00
with approximately $10,000 avai,1able for operating expenses and
current accounts paid to April
1, an official said.
The report of the fire departthree
Nice Stone Residence on S. ment for March showed
fires and an expense of $127.50
for services rendered by the
Jefferson St., six rooms; all firemen.
A proposal to change the name
of Brown street to McGoodwin
00.
conveniences—$6,2
modern
avenue was referred to the
street committee and City At9
torney Gordon Lisanby.

For
SALE!

"This dwelling is built not

to last for a day, but for all
times."

Oliver's D-X Station C. A. Woodall
R. M. OLIVER, Prop.
Phone 29-W

Drunk
License, Is Given
$100 Fine

(Insurance and Real Estate)

1101111111111

Look Your, Best On

EASTER

SALE. One John Deere two
horse corn planter complete
with fertilizer and pea attachment and double marker;
one I-H-C mower, practically
new; one sweep rake; one
power hay baler; and one corn
crusher. Alvin Lisanby, Ed2t
dyville Road.

FOR SALE: 2 Roan mares, coming 4 and 5; 2 horse mules,
coming 5 and 6; 1 gray mare
ltp
mule, coming 4. Tel. 84.
FOR SALE: 6x9 Hook Rug, $5.
ltp
1012 West Main St.
FOR SALE: Ford truck, good
condition. See W. L. Davis,
It
at Marble Works.
WANTED TO RENT: 4 to 7-room
modern house; couple with
ltp
one child. Call 585-J.
FOR SALE: Registered Herford
Bulls, all good breedings. See
R. T. Humphries, Rt. 3. Phone
2tp
2922.
SALESMAN WANTED — Men:
What about your future? With
business booming this is a
good time to get established in
a Rawleigh business—a business of your own with ro
priorities or shortages to worry
about. You need no experience
and can use our capital. Write
Rawleigh's, Dept. KYD-215-152,
Freeport, Ill.
WANTED: Man and wife for
farm work. Board, room and
salary for each. Claude B.
tf
Wood. RFD 3, Princeton.
•
BABY CHICKS—Buy now and
save. Heavy breeds 200 for
$13.00, payment with order,
free delivery. WORTHWHILE
HATCHERIES, 101 W. North
3t
Ave., Salto, 1, Maryland.

this Easter! May we join in
Let your voice say what your heart is feeling—in song
your prayers, our wish for
to
add
and
.
.
.
Victory
for
wishes
deep-rooted
your
in our hearts and a
everlasting peace. We greet you this Easter with bright hope
resolution to carry through as before . . serving the nation to the best of our
abilities.

Princeton Cream & Butter Co,

VISIT the Modern Barber and
Bsauty Shop for efficient' and
courteous service. Shower
baths. Luther Carner and
Luther Glass, barbers; Marion
(Continued from Page One)
Stalling Young and Jane Adams
The twentieth annual Kentucky
Miller, beauticians; and Hugh about 72,000,000 more man-hours
High School Music Festival. will
36tf than last year will be needed. If
Blackburn, Prop.
be held at the Univbrsity of
that's true, the bottom of farm
them
Kentucky, Lexington, May 11, BUY GOOD CHICKS: Give
a good start with Sunflower labor barrel has just about been
12 and 13, and while war con18 percent Life Cycle Mona- scraped.
ditions demand a curtailment in
Young men, from 18 to 26, are
mar Mash. A single feed for
events that require a large numstarting, growing and laying. really on the spot so far as inber of participants, such as bands
Sold by Watson Feed Co. 35tf duction is concerned and emand orchestras, a streamlined
festival will be conducted, sim- MONUMENTS: Call or write ployers are going to have to
prove that they are absolutely
ilar to the one held last year.
Box 183, for estimates, Murray, irreplaceable before they can
The 1944 festival will have voCalloway Monument Company, get them deferred and they will
cal and instrumental soles, vo35-5tp have to prove it before April 30.
Ky..
cal and instrumental small enPre-Pearl Harbor fathers, 26
sembles, the All-Kentucky chor- BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
us, and the All-Kentucky orchesgestion, Heartburn, Belching,
shipments Mondays or Thurstra.
Bloating, Nausea. Gas Pains,
days, White for prices. Hoosier.
The festival is open to all
free sample, Udga, at Dawget
716 West Jefferson. Louisville.
son Drug Store.
10136)p
white secondary schools in Ken85;
1937 Ford Coach,
tucky, both public and private. FOR SALE:
A-1 condition; good tires. Phone FOR SALE or TRADE— 1942
It
Hudson car; perfect condition;
29-W or 741.
A yellow flag hanging from a
good tires. 0. E. Allen, 800 N.
hip's halyard indicates that there FREE! If Excess acid causes you
Jefferson. Tel. 165-W.
2tp
is pestilence aboard.
pains of Stomach Ulcers,

Music Festival
Planned May 11-13

Manpower Crisis

The first act of Par:
get a little
respite. It may not last long for thorizing the est:c

or over, are going to

those in non-Essential industries, public libraries in I.
passed in 1850.
but it probably will last at least
is,
however,
There
n.0
90 days.
YouWomenWhoSulhr
assurance that this will be true
in specific cases. The local boards
still have the final say in such
matters and they still have to
try to meet their quotas.
The average age of the armed
forces will go down. The Army
has been worrying for some
months because the average age
has been sneaking up until now
it is better than 27. The Army
wants to cut it back to at least
25; would be happier if they
could reduce it to 24.
There's no doubt of..one thing
the distribution of manpower, the United States is
rapidly nearing the crisis.
The first night airmail

flight

NOT RASHES
CHILLY FEN
If you—like so many womo
the ages of 38 and 52—ufe
hot flashes, weak, nervous
feelings, are a bit blue at
to the functional middle age
peculiar to women—try
Plnkham's Vegetable
relieve such symptoms.
Taken regtalarly—Pinkhars
pound helps build up
against such distress. It also
Doctors can a stomachic took
Thousands upon th
women—rich and per
reported benefits. Here's s
that KELPS NATURE and that's
to buy. Follow label directka
worth trying!

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

was made in 1921.

WEAR A

EASTER STYLES

Hyde-Park
.is

OR

5,
-Ded,

LOVING CUP COFFEE
The 'Coffee with the.Wonderful Flavor. What dpa_you enjoy.* your cup of cot
Is the flavor the first thing you notice and enjoy? Does it hit the spot?

A

Style Mart
Suit

1 lb. package 21c

25st Peanut Butter
19( Salad Dressing
13c T
Dog Food
6f Marmalade
Pancake Flour 2.7.1nptyk, 11f Onion Sets yellow
Pure Hog Lard i
Flake Hominy
Black Eyed Peas
Seed Potatoes

Cakes
Cookies
Corn Flakes
Kellogg's Pep •
Tissue

Marshmallow Puff

Newman Bar

They're good-looking, hard-wearing quality
suits that will make you a splendid investment. You will find here just the suit to

IN FIT AND STYLE

brighten your outlook and make ,you look
your best.

Table Charm
pint jar

lb.

No.

idcrPeend
fsisi
1a
omatoes :
aed
RI-Life,

7 os.

pkg. Sc — 2 for
(kibbled biscuits)

Guest Bathroom
throom

Citrus, no points
required, 2 lb. jar

roll 6c
rolls
1000 sheet roll, soft and absorbent

Hyde-Parks....$35 to $45
Sifilita-fiC7,..$30'&$35

lb.

,L Sir

Ib

or white 2
18c Its

lb.

•

l g.. 33
pkb
(

--th
extra (int,

1

no points required — 4 lb. 65c

Cobbler — 100 lb.
bag when packed

Stand Out From the Crowd in A

$2.95

Rice

Disney Hat
Fine handcrafted hats, smartly blocked to hold
their shape.

by FLORSHEIM

;5 to ;10

Florsneun square toes combine the two
things all men look for in the shoes they

Others at $3.95

See Our
Smart

buy— neat, streamlined good looks —
and-slipper fit. Try a pair and forget
you eves thought you had prpblem feet.

BOYD'S

NEW
TIES

for MEN'S and BOYS' WEAR
Hopkinsville, Ky.

for

$10.60
Other Similar Styles
$3.95 to $7.50

MEN AND

Exclusive at

BOYS

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

Sport Coats

"FINE SHOES - FITTED BY X-RAY"

lb

no points req ii

12( Sweet Potatoes

Silver Dollar pkg.
1 lb. pkg.

lb
.
,
Nancy Halls or Post., EH

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Fresh
PINEAPPLE
NEW bEETS
small red,
LEMONS
large 360 size

25f
11t
do, 29(

each
bunch

lb.

'7;170171:7
HEAD LETTUCE

each

FRESH PARSNIPS

lb

Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meats. More for your Morie .,11 I het

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES

